In the slot-filling paradigm, where a user can refer back to slots in the context during a conversation, the goal of the contextual understanding system is to resolve the referring expressions to the appropriate slots in the context. In large-scale multi-domain systems, this presents two challenges -scaling to a very large and potentially unbounded set of slot values, and dealing with diverse schemas. We present a neural network architecture that addresses the slot value scalability challenge by reformulating the contextual interpretation as a decision to carryover a slot from a set of possible candidates. To deal with heterogenous schemas, we introduce a simple data-driven method for transforming the candidate slots. Our experiments show that our approach can scale to multiple domains and provides competitive results over a strong baseline.
Introduction
Slot-filling based spoken language understanding (SLU) system is often a central component [1] in conversational systems. A major challenge in the slot-filling paradigm is to handle conversational context, where a user utterance can refer back to a set of slots implicitly or explicitly.
Traditionally, the contextual interpretation of slots has been cast as a coreference resolution problem. There is a rich body of work on coreference resolution for written text, which rely on clustering [2, 3, 4] or ranking mention pairs [5, 6] . These have been extended to spoken dialog, by adding discourse specific features [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . However, most of these approaches follow a pipelined model of mention detection followed by coreference resolution; where linguistic features, syntax and discourse features are usually applied. In contrast, our proposed formulation does not rely on explicit linguistic features such as gender and type agreement, which are hard to acquire across languages. Furthermore, we can generalize the solution to sub-tasks such as zero pronouns naturally, as we don't have to explicitly identify the anaphoric mentions.
Another challenge is dealing with multi-domain language understanding systems, where each domain has its own schema to represent slots and intents. Domains are developed mostly independently and hence do not share a common schema. Also, dialog assistants are now being extended by community developers using services such as Google DialogFlow 1 or Alexa Skills Kit [13] . Domains developed by external developers are completely outside of a central repository of domain and slots, hence no assumption can be made about their schema. The lack of shared schema makes it hard to maintain contextual slots across domain boundaries. Table 1 shows an example conversation a user may have with such a dialog system. In this example user interacts with three domain: Weather, LocalSearch 1 https://dialogflow.com/API.AI and Traffic. Each domain has its own schema to represents slots. The user starts off by asking weather in a city, follows it up with question about restaurant that serves mexican cuisine, finally she asks about directions to the restaurant. In this example, we showcase the challenges of multi-domain system. Weather and LocalSearch use different schema to store information about the location, using slot keys WeatherLocation and City respectively. For carrying conversation across domains from U1 to U2, we need to be able to transform the slot [WeatherLocation: san francisco] to [City: san francisco], without having access to a common schema. Even within a domain there could be issues of diverse schemas -U2 and V2, the domain chooses to have different schemas to represent its user and system turns. To make the task more complex, some domains choose to represent all its slots as just a generic label Entity.
There has been work on improving semantic frame error rate for current turn by leveraging context turns by encoding dialog states. [14] compare various approaches encoding context, [15] describe a memory network architecture for knowledge carryover, [16] add semantic context from the frame, [17] use context features for domain classification. Our work differs from this body of literature; we keep the system for semantic frame prediction fixed and explore methods to explicitly add slots from previous turn. While the previous work assumes existence of a dialog manager which can be used to keep track of entities from previous turns, we make no such assumptions.
A closely related task is dialog state tracking [11, 18, 19] , where the system has to predict a set of slot-value pairs which matches the contents of the current segment. Usually, state trackers produce a distribution over all possible slot-value pairs; this does not scale for open-ended slot values (such as Date or Time), as well as slots whose values are constantly being updated (such as Songs, Movies). Our approach avoids this by reformulating the tracking problem as a carryover action for the current turn. More closely related is frame-tracking [20] , which was introduced as an extension to state tracking, here the slots need to be tracked over multiple frames and maintain reference to original frame. A key difference here is that our formulation deals with the issue of disparate labels over a large-scale multi-domain system.
In this paper, we present a neural network architecture that addresses the challenges above. Main contributions of the paper.
1. We present the task of tracking slots in a conversation as a carrryover decision. This allows us to scale to a potentially unbounded set of slot values, and allows us to generalize anaphora resolution to both explicit and implicit references. why our task is more complex than dialog state tracking by benchmarking our approach on DSTC-2 as well as on a dataset collected from a real virtual assistant device.
Approach 2.1. Task Definition
We define a a dialog turn at time t as the tuple {at, St, wt}, where wt ∈ W is a sequence of words {wit}
; at ∈ A is the dialog act; and St is a set of slots, where each slot s is a key value pair s = {k, v}, with k ∈ K being the slot name (or slot key), and v ∈ V being the slot value. ut = {a 2 ; and the current user turn ut, the task is to predict a carryover decision over each of the candidate slots in C(S) = t−1 i∈u,v,j=t−D+1 S i j i.e we carryover slot s ∈ C(S) to turn ut if P (+1|s, ut, u
where τ is a decision threshold to be optimized. This formulation allows us to scale to potentially unbounded slots and also handle diverse schemas as we will discuss later.
Model Definition
We use an encoder-decoder approach as shown in Figure 1 to classify each candidate slot as being relevant for the current turn. into
Candidate Slot Generation
As shown in Table 1 , the schemas associated with each turn can be in completely different label spaces. So, we use slot key embeddings to map the keys of the candidate slots in C(S) into the schema associated with the current domain. We use pretrained word embeddings as the source for computing the slot key embeddings.
For each slot name k we compute its label embedding by averaging over the M k associated slot value embeddings. For multi-word slot values, the embedding is constructed by averaging the associated word embeddings.
We now construct the transformed candidate set as
where, is the dot product and β is a tunable threshold over the development set.
Dialog Encoding
We first embed the words in the utterance sequence w using word embeddings ΦW [21] , to get the sequence x, which are then fed into an LSTM to recursively encode the current turn, the turns in context associated with the user and the system respectively:
The LSTM is stateful i.e the LSTM output of the last token in the utterance is fed as an initial state to the LSTM for the next utterance.
Encoding Dialog Act
The dialog act for the current turn at is encoded into a fixed length vector of dimension DA, using the intent embedding dictionary φA as :
For each dialog act k we compute its embedding by averaging over the M k associated utterance embeddings. For each utterance we calculate its embedding is constructed by averaging the associated word embeddings.
Encoding Candidate Slot
The candidate slot s = (k, v) is encoded into a fixed length vector Ds as a concatenation of the slot key embedding and the slot value embedding.
Here, ⊕ implies concatenation; φW (v) and φK (k) is as defined in Equation 1 and Equation 2 respectively.
Recency Encoding
The slot distance ds, defined as the integer offset of the candidate slot from the current turn, is encoded as one-hot {0, 1}
|D| . Figure 1 : Encoder-decoder architecture for slot carryover model. First candidate generation is run using the slot embeddings as described in Section 2.2.1. Then for each slot in the transformed candidate list the model makes an independent decision for carryover. For the example dialog, and the candidate slot [PlaceName: la taqueria], fixed length encodings -over candidate slot features, the dialog history for both user and system, and the current turn -are used to make the carryover decision at the current turn.
The final distance encoding vector can then be constructed using an affine transform:
Attention Mechanism
We consider two levels of attention -the word level attention allows the model to focus on individual mentions in the utterance that influence the slot carryover decision, and the stream level attention which allows the model to focus on specific streams (user and system) in the dialog.
Word Attention: For each stream defined in Section 2.2.2, we attend over the words in that stream and compute a perstream context vector. For stream vector sequence h u t , and slot embedding hs, we compute the word level attentional context vector as:
Here j an index into h u t , represents the hidden encoding of the associated input word at that position. We then compute the importance of the word to the slot as the similarity defined in ejs; obtain the normalized weights αjs that is then used to compute the weighted context vector c 
Decoder
The vectors from the encoders are concatenated and sent to the final softmax layer to get the class probabilities as follows
3. Experiments
Data Setup
For the experiments, we use subset of data collected on a commercial voice assistant. Table 2 summarizes the statistics in the training, development and test sets across different domains. Around 20% of the sessions have utterances from multiple schema. Also, as expected for a voice assistant, we have a significant imbalance where the number of positive candidate slots are much smaller than number of possible candidates for each turn. This is due to cross domain interactions which follow each other but are not part of the same goal, which is common in a digital assistant. Furthermore, some domains chose not to associate any label with an entity mention which we represent as Entity slot this results in very large number of potential candidates as we consider all possible target slots in the current domain for such entities.
To demonstrate complexity of our data we also report results on dataset released in Dialog State Tracking Challenge [22] . We modified the dataset to fit our caryryover task accordingly. We consider only the 1-best ASR and 1-best SLU hypothesis. Unlike our commercial dataset, in DSTC the slots tracked as part of the goal only occur from the user turn. So, we remove candidates from system turns as a pre-processing step. Also, in DSTC task dialogs can be system initiated but for our task is always user initiated, hence we remove the first system turn.
Training Setup and Evaluation Metrics
We introduce two baselines. The 'Naive Baseline' system carries over all the slots from the most recent turn in the dialogue session.This is because, most recent entities are more likely to be referred to by the users in a spoken dialogue system. We also use a stronger elaborate 'Rule Baseline', where we detect the referring expression, and for each referring expression, linguistic and semantic features are used to retain only those antecedent candidate slots that agree in gender, number and type. Algorithm 1 shows an example rule that executes for the use case U2 in Table 1 For the model, we initialize the word embeddings using 300 dimensional pre-trained GloVe [23] vectors. The model is trained using mini-batch SGD with Adam optimizer [24] with standard parameters to minimize the class weighted crossentropy loss. In our experiments, we use 128 dimensions for the LSTM hidden states and 256 dimensions for the hidden state in the decoder. Similar to [25] , we pre-train a LSTM for the named entity recognition task and use this model to initialize the parameters of the LSTM based encoders. All model setups are trained for 20 epochs with early stopping criterion optimised on a dev set. We only select those slots as the final hypothesis, whose τ > 0.5, which was optimized over the dev set. For each utterance, independent carryover decisions are made for each candidate slot. We evaluate the models by comparing the hypothesis and reference slots to measure precision, recall and F1 scores.
Method
Precision Table 3 shows the cumulative impact of various training strategies of our proposed model. We see that compared to a strong rule-based system, our proposed approach gives significant gains in accuracy. Our proposed encoder-decoder improves upon the strong rule based baseline. Adding word attention helps improve the precision and F1 but at the cost of recall; the results are significant compared to the system without attention. Intuitively, the slot value matching referring tokens in the dialog turn indicates that it is relevant to the conversation. The word attention model captures this intuition as part of the model learning process. This alleviates the need to explicitly define semantic type similarity features, and detecting anaphoric mentions like we do in the rule based system. Adding stream attention improves recall, but the overall F1 degrades. Stream attention, which helps isolate user and system turns did not help; we speculate that the distance feature already captures this, and there is insufficient data to train this appropriately.
For completeness we also include performance on the public DSTC2 dataset in Table 4 . We do not claim to be solving DSTC2 but only use this dataset as a comparison of task complexity -the DSTC2 task is relatively simple as evidenced by the naive baseline having a high F1 score on this task, but very low on our commercial assistant task. Table 5 : Cross-domain accuracy of encoder-decode w/ word attention for the model in Table 3 4. Conclusion
In this work, we presented the task of contextual carryover of slots in a multi-domain large-scale dialog system. To address the scalability of the solution over a large set of slot values we re-formulated this as a slot carryover decision to identify the most relevant set of slots at the current turn. Furthermore, we proposed an efficient way to leverage label embeddings to deal with heterogeneous schemas. We presented empirical results demonstrating the efficacy of our neural network formulation over a strong rule-based baseline. We also quantified the gains from various components of the proposed approach.
